Worksheet 5. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct completion.

1. When you go smoothly over a surface by touching it and moving along it, you are moving by (sprinting / sliding).

2. Reggae is a kind of (hairstyle / music) from Jamaica.

3. The opposite of a cold climate is a (northern / tropical) climate.

4. People who have the ability to think of new activities or ideas and make them work are (enterprising / athletic) people.

5. The person who directs and trains a team is its (handicap / coach).

6. When a company or organization actively looks for new people to do special jobs, it (competes / recruits) them.

7. A disadvantage, a situation that makes it extra difficult for someone to get what they want, is a (race / handicap).

8. The army, the navy, and the air force are (athletic / military) forces.

9. The tools, machines, clothes, etc. that a team needs to perform certain tasks are (equipment / training).

10. The systematic process of teaching or being taught the skills for a particular job or activity is (recruiting / training).

11. The opposite of because of this reason is (despite / since) this reason.

12. Some roads are not straight. They are (moving / winding).